TOM DI SALVO SCHOLARSHIP
FOR ITALIAN STUDIES

Eadam Mutata Resurgo (detail) by Tom DiSalvo

Scholarship amount: $ 700

Tom Di Salvo was a friend of the FAU Italian Program, a brilliant translator, an erudite, a teacher, a unique artist, and a good man. He was born in Bagheria, Sicily, and continued Sicilian traditions in his home in Boca Raton such as cheese making, raising chickens and baking sfincione. This scholarship is given to students who will use it to further their knowledge of Italian language and culture, and who – possibly – love art.

Criteria:

- **Preferably a Major** in LLCL: Italian or **Minor** in Italian (at a minimum students must be in the process of completing the prerequisites for the major or minor at the time of application);
- Min. 2.80 GPA;
- Applicants must write a min.300-word statement tracing their profile, explaining the reasons for applying and why they would be a good fit for this scholarship (referring to the work of Tom DiSalvo);
- By submitting this application, you authorize the Office of Student Financial Aid to release information pertaining to your financial aid eligibility to the FAU Foundation for the purposes of determining scholarship eligibility.

Application deadline: Variable (inquire with Dr. Ilaria Serra)

1 copy of your scholarship application should be sent to both Dr. Ilaria Serra iserra1@fau.edu and Dr. Emanuele Pettener epettene@fau.edu

Dept. of Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative Literature -CU232 Boca Raton, FL 33431
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